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Preoperative planning for intraoperative navigation guidance
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Abstract: Intraoperative navigation for spinal procedures has continued to gain popularity. Numerous 
platforms are currently on the market and offer a spectrum of features. Preoperative considerations when 
utilizing this technology begin with understanding the fundamental concepts and methods of navigation. 
Several key factors including patient positioning, reference array placement, and sequence of instrumentation 
can help improve intraoperative navigation workflow when planned appropriately. The authors review 
current literature to help guide surgeon decision making when utilizing navigation. Additionally, tips and 
techniques for use of navigation are detailed to help avoid common surgeon pitfalls. In general, navigation 
platforms are classified based on image acquisition and degree of surgeon motion restriction during 
instrumentation. Imageless platforms often require preoperative images to be uploaded into the navigation 
system. Image-based systems rely on intraoperative imaging to ensure accuracy of its referencing software. 
The system then creates a three-dimensional model that allows for visualization of the navigated instrument 
within the surgical field. Active and passive navigation describe the degree of surgeon free-motion restriction 
when utilizing navigated instruments. Active navigation platforms, such as most robotic systems, prevent the 
deviation of the surgeon’s instrument from a predetermined trajectory. Passive navigation does not restrict 
surgeon motion and the projected trajectory of the instrumented can be displayed on a three-dimensional 
model. 
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Introduction

Over the past two decades, CT guided navigation for 
spinal instrumentation has continued to grow in popularity. 
Since the introduction of the first mobile CT scanner in 
the 1990s, the technology has rapidly advanced to allow 
ease of use for intraoperative applications. Approximately a 
decade later, open gantry concept 3D imaging (e.g., O-Arm/
Medtronic Sofamor Danek, Inc., Memphis, TN, USA) and 
table mounted CT scanners (e.g., Airo/Brainlab, Munich, 
Germany) were developed (1). These smaller machine 
designs were targeted for use in the operating room and 
allowed for 3D navigation for spinal instrumentation 

(1,2). Proponents of this technology report decreased OR 
staff radiation exposure, shorter operative times for spinal 
instrumentation, and improved accuracy of pedicle screw 
placement up to 97.5%, as reported by Van de Kelft et al. in 
their multicenter prospective study (3,4).

Additional imaging devices, such as the Ziehm Vision 
RFD (Ziehm Imaging, Nuremberg, Germany), have allowed 
for open-armed machines that provide traditional 2D 
fluoroscopic imaging in addition to 3D navigation through 
the same application. These systems require either a single 
seamless integration with a particular navigation system 
(e.g., O-arm/Stealth, Airo/Brainlab, Ziehm/Stryker NAV3i) 
or can be engineered with a point-to-point registration 
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algorithm. Navigation platforms can also be referenced with 
point-to-point topography via specialized cameras. The 
navigation is correlated with preoperative imaging (ex. 7D 
Surgical) or biplanar fluoroscopy overlaid level by level on 
preoperative CT scans (ex. Globus Excelsius GPS). When 
utilizing navigation in spine procedures, the surgeon must 
have a thorough understanding of technologic principles, 
knowledge of common pitfalls, and a defined preoperative 
plan to be effective in the operating room.

Fundamental principles

Preoperative planning for intraoperative navigation 
guidance requires an understanding of a number of basic 
concepts that translate across this technology along 
with various methods of navigation available for spinal 
procedures. In broad terms, navigation systems rely on 
either an imageless or image-based system (fluoroscopy, 
CT scan). The system is further delineated as an active or 
passive navigation platform. Imageless navigation functions 
via optical markers placed on known anatomic landmarks 
which are recognized by a navigation camera (3,5). 
Typically, imageless systems reference the optical markers 
with a previously uploaded preoperative CT. The navigation 
computer creates a virtual 3D model which can be viewed 
intraoperatively. Although based on surgeon preference 
and navigation platform, navigation guidance is generally 
visualized along an axial, sagittal, and coronal plane.

In a similar way, 3D fluoroscopy and intraoperative CT-
based navigation require markers to be placed either within 
the field of imaging or on anatomic landmarks that can 
be viewed by an optical camera or sensor. Imaging is then 
obtained intraoperatively. The system spatially references 
navigated instruments with the static markers. With CT 
or 3D imaging platforms, the data can be reformatted and 
viewed to provide real time navigation for the operating 
surgeon (3,6,7). 

Active or passive navigation refers to the method 
and degree of  surgeon motion restrict ion during 
instrumentation. Passive navigation platforms provide 
the surgeon strictly with image guidance when viewing 
proposed trajectories of navigated surgical instruments. No 
method of motion restriction occurs during instrumentation. 
When considering active navigation platforms, surgical 
instruments are guided in a predetermined path or 
trajectory through external measures: customized cutting 
jigs, drill guides, robotic arm assistance (5,6). For example, 
patient specific pedicle screw drill guides can be created 

from a preoperatively obtained CT or MRI scan. This 
requires preoperative screw trajectory planning which is sent 
to the company to fabricate the sterile custom drill guides. 
Intraoperatively, the custom drill guides are placed on the 
intended vertebral level and aligned based on the patient’s 
bony anatomy. The surgeon must confirm that the drill 
guide is fitted appropriately to the predefined anatomical 
landmarks. Finally, the surgeon drills the predetermined 
screw trajectory, the jig is removed, and the pedicle screw 
is placed (Firefly/Mighty Oak Medical, Englewood, CO, 
USA). The theoretical benefit of this type of process is 
the reduction of additional intraoperative radiation, such 
as pediatric deformity cases and other situations in which 
additional radiation should be limited.

Intraoperative navigation

Planning for intraoperative use of navigation must take 
into account the imaging system and navigation platform 
available at the surgeon’s facility. Use of active navigation 
without intraoperative CT imaging has been shown as a 
viable and cost-effective alternative to passive image-based 
3D navigation platforms (8). Utilizing preoperative CT 
based drill guides, Sugawara et al. reported 98.5% accuracy 
with screw placement in the cervicothoracic spine (9). 
Similarly, Fan et al. performed a recent meta-analysis of 
ten RCTs and two prospective cohort studies evaluating 
patient-specific pedicle screw guides. They concluded 
superior pedicle screw accuracy with this form of active 
navigation when compared to free hand technique (10). It is 
Important to note, use of referencing drill guides requires 
the surgeon to visually confirm anatomic landmarks when 
using this technique.

In contrast to active navigation, passive 3D navigation 
platforms offer a greater variety of use in spinal procedures 
such as open and minimally invasive instrumentation, 
interbody fusion, spine tumor resection, and intraoperative 
3D evaluation of osteotomies for spinal deformity 
correction (11,12). These platforms do not require extensive 
preoperative planning and there is no wait time for the drill 
guide development. This benefit with passive 3D navigation 
helps facilitate use in urgent, emergent, or trauma 
procedures. However, a relatively steep learning curve and 
surgeon reluctance due high cost, lack of equipment, or 
inadequate technology training with 3D navigation have 
been described (13-15). Appropriate surgeon and staff 
training, effective preoperative planning, and avoiding initial 
pitfalls can aid a surgeon when performing procedures with 
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this technology. 

Planning for intraoperative navigation

When incorporating intraoperative navigation into OR 
workflow, effective preoperative planning can often mitigate 
common logistic pitfalls. Rahmathulla et al. described their 
institution’s experience with the O-arm and suggest an 
algorithm based on surgical region of the spinal procedure (15). 
They report several critical factors which should be planned 
preoperatively when using 3D navigation: bed selection, 
patient positioning, OR room setup, and location of digital 
reference arrays. Patient habitus and specific image gantry 
dimensions should be considered as well. 

Currently, several intraoperative navigation options 
exist, and the operating surgeon should be aware of the 
size limitations of the imaging device in use. For example, 
the inner diameter of the O-arm (Medtronic Sofamor 
Danek, Inc., Memphis, TN, USA) measures 70 cm with 
a telescoping feature allowing lateral patient access (2). 
The patient, OR table, and arm boards must be within 
this diameter in order for imaging and ease of use with 
3D navigation. In regard to patient positioning for 
intraoperative navigation with open gantry scanners (e.g., 
O-Arm/Medtronic Sofamor Danek, Inc., Memphis, TN, 
USA), our institution’s experience reveals improved OR 
workflow when the patient’s arm positioning is determined 
by location of the surgical procedure. For example, O-arm 
scans can be expedited if patient arms are tucked rather than 
placed on arm boards for cervical, thoracic, and deformity 
procedures. For strictly lumbar, lumbosacral, or lateral 
procedures, use of arm boards generally does not interfere 
with O-arm scans and navigation capability (4,16).

Placement of the reference array requires thoughtful 
planning prior to incision. Depending on type of procedure 
(open vs. percutaneous), location (cervical, thoracic, 
lumbar), and number of levels requiring instrumentation, 
the surgeon may choose a spinous process clamp, iliac 
wing or PSIS pins, or prior fusion rod fixation of the 
reference frame array clamp (15,16). While a majority of 
the navigation platforms require a reference array attached 
to bone, there are other alternatives. NAV3i (Stryker, 
Kalamazoo, MI, USA) allows for bone anchored and skin-
based arrays. Both SpineMask and CranialMap technology 
(Stryker, Kalamazoo, MI, USA) utilize an array of LED 
lights adhered to the skin either nearby or surrounding the 
area of interest. 

For cervical procedures, reference arrays may also be 

rigidly attached to the Mayfield head holder. This array 
placement can be helpful when performing single level 
procedures such as C1-2 posterior fusion where it might be 
detrimental to extend the surgical exposure simply to place 
a reference clamp at a distal level. After placement of the 
digital array, it should be tested to ensure rigid fixation. If 
not secure, motion can occur during the procedure resulting 
in dangerous inaccuracies with navigated instruments. 

It is important to understand that the proximity of the 
reference array to the levels being instrumented affects 
accuracy. For example, percutaneous pelvic reference arrays 
cannot accurately provide a reference point for thoracic 
instrumentation. When performing deformity procedures 
requiring extensive instrumentation, consideration should 
be given to using two fixed reference arrays in closer 
proximity to cranial and caudal levels (17). Scheufler et al. 
demonstrated a gradual rise in screw misplacement rate with 
increasing distance between an instrumented vertebra and 
the reference array beyond 11 segments (17). Additionally, 
Rahmathulla et al. recommend decreasing the risk of 
navigation inaccuracy by starting instrumentation at levels 
furthest away from the reference array. This is especially 
important in cases of navigating interbody placement such 
as navigated lateral procedures where the anatomy is altered 
with each interbody placement. 

For lateral interbody fusion procedures at our institution, 
the reference array is usually placed via a bicortical pin 
in the iliac wing. The most cephalad interbody segment 
(furthest away from the frame) is instrumented first. 
Subsequent levels are addressed moving in caudal direction 
toward the navigation array. As the interbody devices are 
placed, the anatomy proximal to the interbody is altered 
relative to the frame; however, the distal anatomy remains 
relatively constant to the navigation array fixed on the iliac 
wing. Importantly, the surgeon must be vigilant of changes 
that can occur during the procedure affecting accuracy of 
the navigation. There should be a low threshold to confirm 
the navigation against known surface anatomy. 

Conclusions

Intraoperative navigation has continued an upward trend 
in popularity and surgeon acceptance. This technology is 
an adjuvant when treating spinal disorders in a safe and 
efficient manner; however, it does not replace the intricate 
knowledge of anatomy or surgeon experience. Furthermore, 
image guided approaches to spinal instrumentation build 
upon the fundamentals of free-hand techniques. Surgeons 
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must be able to recognize instances where the navigation 
has been altered or is inaccurate. Ultimately, spine surgeons 
should have the training and abilities necessary to place 
screws and interbody devices safely with alternative 
techniques in case the navigation is not available or 
malfunctioning. Careful preoperative planning is necessary 
to enhance intraoperative navigation workflow and improve 
surgical outcomes.
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